CNC Lead Machinist
Description:
Responsible for set-up (including programming if needed) and/or manufacturing (production) of part to the supplied customer
print to achieve total print compliance. The development of optimal and efficient operation of equipment to achieve customer
and company objectives.
Requirements:
Experience with Mori Seiki, Samsung and Haas CNC lathes or mills with Fanuc controls
Experience with the selection and use of measuring tools required to inspect product.
Must be able to work independently, but demonstrate the ability to work productively in a team environment.
To be responsible for good, quality parts from his/her team of operators. Quality, no exceptions, builds it right the first time
and does not deviate from the process.
Communicates with Plant Manager for instruction and programs.
Adheres to company policies and objectives and escalate nonconformance to Plant and Quality Manager.
Ensure team of operators are doing due diligence with in-process inspection reports.
Ability to cross-train your team of operators to allow for flexibility.
Familiar with ISO requirements and understand company’s quality management system and utilizes it.
Ensure all tools, measuring devices, etc. used to verify customer parts compliance are calibrated and fit for service.
Organizational skills key to managing multiple tasks and being successful.
Maintains safe operations by adhering to safety procedures and workplace rules.
Positive morale, which is very important in our team environment.
Displays ownership and enjoys his/her work!
Education:
Minimum Requirements: HS Diploma or equivalent
Preferred: Two-year certificate in machine trades.
Preferred: One-year minimum experience guiding a team of individuals.
Required: Experience in CNC mill or lathe machining and set-up
Skills/Knowledge:
Good math skills including Trigonometry
Ability to read and interpret blue prints
Ability to operate multiple machines
Ability to operate overhead crane/jib crane
Safety conscious
Ability to work and communicate well with others
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